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MS
Vit D and Vit K2
100,000 of Vit D and feels fine.
Calcium paradox. Complex issue.
Vit D doesn't help you when it’s not in balance.
Difference between fast and slow metabolizers.
Weight Loss
Frequency and Magnetism - Earthing Energy
Feeling ungrounded during transition, floating away, try and
ground yourself to keep on earth.
Yoyo weight is about rules in the labyrinth of your mind.
If you can relax and appreciate your body as is, it'll work.
Relaxing and allowing is the biggest thing.
Constantly forcing my body to perform about my ideal body
weight.
Some of it is about feeling good at weight.
The rest of it is psychology of being thin, pretty, etc.
Your body is always perfectly healthy, holding its balance.
You are not just a frequency and you are not just magnetism.
It's a balance of each one.
Become aware of your rules.
Eat what you want when you want it.
You'll know your rules.
You may not be able to take having the bliss of having
something pleasurable in your mouth.
Weight comes from feeling of abandonment.
When you are taking the RNA drops and listen, you'll stop
feeling less than.
The abandonment issues drop away.
How much bliss can you take? Contrast will dog you and just
relax with it.
Mental thing. Used to be skinny when I was young.
Mind images not mental thing.
How to relax and allow and deserve pleasure.
How to enjoy being in the physical forever.
Caller talked about stress and weight gain.
Juice fast and gained back within 15 days.
I'm not fat, sick, or nearly dead. I have well-being and vitality.
You have to balance this against body size and weight.
Being overweight is unhealthy. That's not true for everyone.
No magic pill for weight. It's a process. I require means a lack.
That's where the mind fools you. Don't try to do anything.
Relax and allow.
Ignore the rules as they pop up.
Speak health over your body. Words have more impact than
thoughts.
Subliminals only work if you believe they work.
Your mind eventually will let go and your body will find a
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different weight.
Thank body for performing whatever it's done for you.
Thank it for what it is doing. Love it.
Be happy anyway.
RNA Drops will bypass a crossed up nervous system.
Disease is scrambled information.
Lymbic system. Neural net in your gut.
RNA Drops neutralize damaging effects of GMOs according
to a doctor that tests RNA Drops.
Feel really good but feel foggy.
Can't pinpoint.
I have done stuff that I couldn't have done without it.
Had all this energy.
Really friendly.
Detached from the world.
Meditation has shifted. Get new ideas and want meditation
to be over so I can create.
Speaking what you are thinking. Creative juices are going.
Living in meditation = calm, poised, energetic and strong.
Trying to think old thoughts to connect with others.
Non-Physical in the physical so you don't have to meditate.
Meditation is an old rule. You can enjoy your creativity.
It's what you enjoy not what you think.
Don't have to work as hard at anything.
Not as tiring being happy and healthy.
Natural Calm
Am I going to feel a tremendous difference?
If you already feel great, you could feel greater.
Amazing things happened that I didn't expect like no glasses
and teeth whitening.
If you are ok on the Natural Calm, it's a good product.
Natural Calm was giving me the magnesium effect.
Just watch for signs of magnesium deficiency.
Also watch the laxative effect.
Not everyone in the world has to take ReMag.
Lot of us need extra cellular form.
Magnesium oxide isn't very absorbable.
Take RNA Drops and Natural Calm.
MS
Off all medicines. Became gluten and dairy free.
Cramping in his legs and spasms in his legs.
Still getting cramps on magnesium glycinate.
RNA Drops acts at the deep cellular level.
Chromosome 14
In medicine if something is different it gets labeled as bad.
Recent surgery, is RNA Drops okay?
Don't put Drops or Renew on wound. It's a food substance.
No contra-indications.

Itching a lot after surgery. Toxins from anesthetic trying to get
out.
Clay and epsom salts foot baths.
Under anesthesia for over 6 hours.
Don't over think RNA Drops.

